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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a transfer de-
vice for an automatic transfer switch, and particularly, to
a transfer device for an automatic transfer switch, by
which various electric components are allowed to be con-
tinuously supplied with stable power in a manner of block-
ing one air circuit breaker from being mechanically elec-
trically closed when another air circuit breaker is closed
due to a switching of states between the two air circuit
breakers.

2. Background of the Invention

[0002] In general, hospitals or telephone offices, in
which power failure should not happen, use an automatic
transfer switch (hereinafter, referred to as ATS) in order
to ensure stable power supply. The ATS includes therein
a regular air circuit breaker (hereinafter, referred to as a
first ACB) and an emergency air circuit breaker (herein-
after, referred to as a second ACB). The first and second
ACBs are mechanically connected to each other to be
switched to each other. Accordingly, when a fault current
is applied to one of the two ACBs, such fault current is
detected. Consequently, a closed ACB is tripped and si-
multaneously another ACB is closed so as to be switched
to each other. The switching of the ACBs allows a con-
stant supply of stable power.
[0003] Upon allowing the switching of the two ACBs
for use, the two ACBs are typically connected to each
other via a wire or a thin iron bar for allowing an inter-
locking of the ACBs.
[0004] FIGS. 1 and 2 are perspective views showing
an example of a related art device for interlocking two
ACBs using a thin iron bar. Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2,
the related art ATS includes frames 11 and 21 installed
at the ACBs 1 and 2, respectively, closing links 12 and
22 rotatably coupled to the frames 11 and 21, respec-
tively, to be rotatable by respective closing levers (not
shown) installed within each ACB 1 and 2, trip links 13
and 23 rotatably installed in the frames 11 and 21, re-
spectively, at one sides of the corresponding closing links
12 and 22 so as to cooperate with respective trip levers
(not shown) installed in each ACB 1 and 2, and trans-
mission rods 14 and 24 connected between the closing
links 12 and 22 and the trip links 13 and 23 so as to
transfer a rotational force. Here, the closing links 12 and
22 and the trip links 13 and 23 are installed independent
of each other, and each of the transmission rods 14 and
24 is made of an integrally rigid material.
[0005] With the configuration of the related art ATS,
when the first ACB 1 is closed, the first closing link 12 is
rotated counterclockwise in the drawing due to the first
closing lever installed in the first ACB 1. Responsive to

this, the first transmission rod 14 is pulled upwardly such
that the second trip link 23 of the second ACB 2 installed
at a lower side in the drawing is moved upwardly. Here,
an interlock lever is also moved upwardly by the second
trip link 23, accordingly, the second trip lever installed in
the second ACB 2 is pushed up such that the second
ACB 2 is switched (transferred) to a tripped state.
[0006] When the first closing link 12 is restored by a
restoring spring (not shown), the pulled first transmission
rod 14 is moved back to its original position and the sec-
ond trip link 23 is also moved back to its original position,
thereby releasing the tripped state of the second ACB 2.
[0007] In the meantime, a procedure that the second
ACB 2 is switched to a closed state and the first ACB 1
to a tripped state is performed in an opposite manner to
the aforesaid procedure.
[0008] However, in the structure of the ATS of the re-
lated art, since the closing links 12 and 22 and the trip
links 13 and 23 are independently installed, a problem is
caused that a process of assembling the closing links 12
and 22 and the trip links 13 and 23 becomes complicated.
[0009] Also, a length of each transmission rod 14, 24
should be adjusted by cutting off the transmission rod
14, 24, which makes it difficult to fabricate the transmis-
sion rods 14 and 24 with exactly the same length between
the closing links 12 and 22 and the trip links 13 and 23,
and also makes it difficult to adjust an error occurred dur-
ing the assembly operation, which may cause a mis-op-
eration to occur due to a defective assembly.
[0010] Furthermore, while each of the ACBs 1 and 2
is repeatedly closed and tripped, upon rotation of the clos-
ing links 12 and 22 and the trip links 13 and 23, an impact
transferred to each transmission rod 14, 24 cannot be
absorbed, thereby generating impact noise or degrading
durability.
[0011] In addition, each transmission rod 14, 24 is
formed of a thin rod, so it has a low intensity. Also, since
each of the transmission rods 14, 24 has a structurally
bent portion, it may have high possibility of being curved
during operation, which may cause a mis-operation.
[0012] EP 1150 316 A2 discloses an interlock for circuit
breakers each having a state indicator indicating the
open/closed state of the main contacts of the breaker,
and an auxiliary trip member which allows the circuit
breaker to be tripped and held open.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0013] Therefore, an object of the present disclosure
is to provide a transfer device for an automatic transfer
switch capable of reducing the number of assembly proc-
esses by modularizing a closing link and a trip link of
each ACB.
[0014] Another object of the present disclosure is to
provide a transfer device for an automatic transfer switch
capable of avoiding beforehand a mis-operation by facil-
itating adjustment of a length of a transmission rod be-
tween the closing link and the trip link.
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[0015] Another object of the present disclosure is to
provide a transfer device for an automatic transfer switch
capable of reducing noise and increasing durability by
allowing an impact generated upon repetition of closing
and tripling of each ACB to be absorbed at the transmis-
sion rod.
[0016] Another object of the present disclosure is to
provide a transfer device for an automatic transfer switch,
capable of avoiding in advance (minimizing) a mis-oper-
ation caused due to a transmission rod being curved or
the like upon a switching operation, in a manner of in-
creasing an intensity of the transmission rod.
[0017] To achieve these and other advantages and in
accordance with the purpose of the present invention, as
embodied and broadly described herein, there is provid-
ed a transfer device for an automatic transfer switch in-
cluding closing links and trip links disposed to be rotatable
in cooperation with a closing operation and a trip opera-
tion of a plurality of air circuit breakers, respectively, and
transmission rods each having both ends coupled to the
corresponding closing link and trip link to allow cooper-
ation of the closing operation and the trip operation of
the plurality of air circuit breakers, wherein each of the
transmission rods comprises a length-adjusting unit con-
figured to allow adjustment of the length of the transmis-
sion rod in a state that both ends thereof are coupled the
corresponding closing link and trip link.
[0018] Each of the transmission rods may be config-
ured by a plurality of links provided in pair, one ends of
the links provided in pair may be coupled to the closing
links and the trip links, respectively, and another ends
thereof may be screw-coupled to each other so as to
adjust lengths of the transmission rods.
[0019] Each of the transmission rods may be provided
with a closing side transmission link and a trip side trans-
mission link, and a nut-type length-adjusting unit may be
provided between the closing side transmission link and
the trip side transmission link so as to couple the same
in a manner of coupling with a nut.
[0020] Each of the transmission rods may include a
buffer configured to absorb an impact generated when a
position of the transmission rod is changed in response
to operations of the closing link and the trip link.
[0021] Each of the plurality of air circuit breakers may
include a frame base, and a frame cover may be coupled
to one side surface of each frame base with a preset
interval, the closing link and the trip link being rotatably
coupled between the frame base and the frame cover.
[0022] The closing link may be rotatably coupled to one
side surface of each frame base, a link configuring the
transmission rod may be rotatably coupled to one side
of the closing link, and a closing lever for selectively ro-
tating the closing link may be slidably coupled to another
side of the closing link.
[0023] The trip link may be rotatably coupled to one
side surface of each frame base, a trip lever for operating
an interlock lever for maintaining and releasing a tripped
state of each air circuit breaker may be rotatably coupled

to another side surface of the frame base, and the trip
link and the trip lever may be coupled to each other with
interposing the frame base therebetween so as to coop-
erate with each other.
[0024] The foregoing and other objects, features, as-
pects and advantages of the present invention will be-
come more apparent from the following detailed descrip-
tion of the present invention when taken in conjunction
with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0025] The accompanying drawings, which are includ-
ed to provide a further understanding of the invention and
are incorporated in and constitute a part of this specifi-
cation, illustrate embodiments of the invention and to-
gether with the description serve to explain the principles
of the invention.
[0026] In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an automatic transfer
switch according to the related art;
FIG. 2 is a perspective view showing a transfer de-
vice of FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a front view showing an automatic transfer
switch in accordance with an exemplary embodi-
ment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a transfer device dis-
assembled from the automatic transfer switch of FIG.
3;
FIG. 5 is a front view showing a partially assembled
state of the transfer device of FIG. 3;
FIGS. 6 and 7 are an overview and a perspective
view, respectively, showing a coupled state between
a link and a lever of the transfer device of FIG. 5; and
FIG. 8 is a front view showing an operation of the
transfer device of FIG. 3.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0027] Description will now be given in detail of a trans-
fer device for an automatic transfer switch according to
the exemplary embodiment, with reference to the accom-
panying drawings.
[0028] FIG. 3 is a front view showing an automatic
transfer switch in accordance with an exemplary embod-
iment, and FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a transfer de-
vice disassembled from the automatic transfer switch of
FIG. 3.
[0029] Referring to FIG. 3, an automatic transfer switch
(ATS) 100 may include a case 101 having an accommo-
dation space partitioned into upper and lower spaces, a
regular ACB (first ACB) 110 disposed in the upper ac-
commodation space of the case 101, and an emergency
ACB (second ACB) 120 disposed in the lower accommo-
dation space of the case 101. A transfer device 200 for
alternately closing or tripping both the ACBs 110 and 120
may be installed in one side of the inner space of the
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case 101, namely, in one sides of the first and second
ACBs 110 and 120.
[0030] The transfer device 200 may be modularized to
be easily installed between the first ACB 110 and the
second ACB 120. For instance, referring to FIG. 4, the
transfer device 200 may include a first frame base 211
and a second frame base 221 disposed at one side sur-
faces of the first ACB 110 and the second ACB 120, re-
spectively, a first frame cover 212 and a second frame
cover 222 coupled to one side surfaces of the first and
second frame bases 211 and 221, respectively, with pre-
set intervals, a first closing link 213 and a first trip link
214 coupled to be present between the frame bases 211
and 221 and the frame covers 212 and 222, respectively,
so as to selectively perform a closing operation and a trip
operation, a second closing link 223 and a second trip
link 224 coupled to be present between the frame bases
211 and 221 and the frame covers 212 and 222, respec-
tively, so as to selectively perform the closing operation
and the trip operation with moving opposite to the first
closing link 213 and the first trip link 214, and a first trans-
mission rod 215 and a second transmission rod 225 re-
spectively having both ends coupled to the first closing
link 213 and the first trip link 214 and the second closing
link 223 and the second trip link 224, respectively, so as
to allow cooperation of the closing operation and the trip
operation of both of the ACBs 110 and 120.
[0031] Each of the first frame base 211 and the second
frame base 221 may be formed in a shape of an approx-
imately rectangular panel. Near edges of the first and
second frame bases 211 and 221 are shown, respective-
ly having coupling holes 211 a and 221 a for fixing the
first and second frame bases 211 and 221 to one side
surfaces of the ACBs 110 and 120, respectively, through
holes 211b and 221 b for coupling of the closing links
213 and 223, respectively, coupling holes 211c and 221
c for fixing the frame covers 212 and 222, respectively,
and the like. At central portions of the frame bases 211
and 221 are shown, having through holes 211 d and 221
d for coupling of the trip links 224 and 214, respectively.
At one sides of the through holes 211 d and 221 d for
coupling of the trip links 224 and 214, respectively, are
shown, having sliding holes 211 e and 221 e coupled
with the trip links 224 and 214 and the trip levers 112 and
122, respectively, so as to allow rotation of the trip links
224 and 214 and the trip levers 112 and 122.
[0032] The first frame cover 212 and the second frame
cover 222 may be coupled to outer side surfaces of the
frame bases 211 and 221, respectively, with preset in-
tervals. To this end, a plurality of pins 216 and 226 for
maintaining the intervals may be disposed along edges
of each frame base 211 and 221 and each frame cover
212 and 222, so as to be fixed by bolts 217 and 227,
respectively. Some of the plurality of pins 216 and 226
may be engaged with one side surfaces of the ACBs 110
and 120, respectively, via the frame bases 211 and 221.
[0033] The first closing link 213 may be rotatably in-
stalled at the through hole 211 b disposed at the edge of

the first frame base 211. A first closing side transmission
link 215a of the first transmission rod 215 to be explained
later may be rotatably coupled to one end of the first
closing link 213. A coupling groove 213a for allowing a
closing lever 111 (see FIG. 6) of the first ACB 110 to be
slidably rotated may be formed at another end of the first
closing link 213 long in a lengthwise direction.
[0034] The first trip link 214 may be rotatably installed
at the through hole 221 d present at the central portion
of the second frame base 221. A first trip side transmis-
sion link 215b of the first transmission rod 215 to be ex-
plained later may be rotatably coupled to one end of the
first trip link 214. A pin 214a inserted through the sliding
hole 221 e of the second frame base 221 may be coupled
to another end of the first trip link 214. The pin 214a may
be slidably coupled to the trip lever 122 of the second
ACB 120. The trip lever 122 of the second ACB 120 may
be coupled to an interlock lever 123 (see FIG. 6) of the
second ACB 120 so as to operate the interlock lever 123
for maintaining or releasing a tripped state of the second
ACB 120.
[0035] The first transmission rod 215 may be provided
with a plurality of links having one ends coupled to the
first closing link 213 and the first trip link 214, respectively.
For example, the first transmission rod 215 may include
a first closing side transmission link 215a and a first trip
side transmission link 215b. The first closing side trans-
mission link 215a, as aforesaid, may have one end, which
is rotatably coupled to the first closing link 213 so as to
be movable up and down responsive to a direction that
the first closing link 213 rotates. A nut-type length-adjust-
ing unit 215c may be formed at another end of the first
closing side transmission link 215a, namely, at another
end which is not coupled to the first closing link 213, such
that an end of the first trip side transmission link 215b is
inserted thereinto to be coupled by a screw.
[0036] The first trip side transmission link 215b, as
aforesaid, may have one end rotatably coupled to the
first trip link 214. A screw thread, which is to be inserted
into the length-adjusting unit 215c of the first closing side
transmission link 215a to be screw-coupled, may be
formed at another end of the first trip side transmission
link 215b, namely, at another end which is not coupled
to the first trip link 214. At one ends of the first and second
transmission rods 215 and 225 coupled with the first and
second trip links 214 and 224, respectively, are shown,
having buffers 215d and 225d configured as compres-
sion coil springs for attenuating impacts applied to the
transmission rods 215 and 225, respectively, when the
first and second transmission rods 215 and 225 are
closed or tripped.
[0037] Here, the second closing link 223 may be sub-
stantially the same as the aforesaid first closing link 213
in its shape and assembled position except for being cou-
pled to the second frame base 221 and coupled to a
second closing side transmission link 225a of the second
transmission rod 225.
[0038] Also, the second trip link 224 may be substan-
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tially the same as the aforesaid first trip link 214 in its
shape and assembled position except for being coupled
to the first frame base 211 and coupled to a second trip
side transmission link 225b of the second transmission
rod 225.
[0039] The second transmission rod 225 may be sub-
stantially the same as the first transmission rod 215 in its
configuration and operation principle excluding members
assembled thereto and its position.
[0040] Hereinafter, description will be given of a proc-
ess that the first ACB 110 and the second ACB 120 are
alternately tripped and closed in the automatic transfer
switch.
[0041] First, when the first ACB 110 is closed, as shown
in FIG. 8A, a closing link driving lever 111 connected to
the first ACB 110 rotates in a counterclockwise direction
in the drawing. The first closing link 213 accordingly ro-
tates in a counterclockwise direction in the drawing, and
the first transmission rod 215 connected between the first
closing link 213 of the first ACB 110 and the first trip link
214 of the second ACB 120 moves upwardly. In response
to the upward movement of the first transmission rod 215,
the first trip link 214 rotates in the counterclockwise di-
rection in the drawing. The trip lever 122 of the second
ACB 120 is pushed up due to the rotation of the first trip
link 214. As the trip lever 122 of the second ACB 120 is
pushed up, the interlock lever 123 of the second ACB
120 operates such that the second ACB 120 is tripped.
[0042] When the first ACB 110 is tripped, the first clos-
ing link 213 moves back to its original position and the
first trip link 214 of the second ACB 120 is also restored
to its original position by virtue of the first transmission
rod 215. When the first trip link 214 is restored, the trip
lever 122 of the second ACB 120 is moved back to its
original position. Accordingly, the second ACB 120 is re-
leased from the interlocked state, thereby being able to
be closed.
[0043] On the other hand, referring to FIG. 8B, when
the second ACB 120 is closed, as aforesaid, a closing
link driving lever 121 of the second ACB 120 rotates in
a counterclockwise direction in the drawing and simulta-
neously the second closing link 223 rotates in a counter-
clockwise direction in the drawing. Accordingly, the sec-
ond transmission rod 225 connected between the second
closing link 223 of the second ACB 120 and the second
trip link 224 of the first ACB 110 moves upwardly. In re-
sponse to the upward movement of the second transmis-
sion rod 225, the second trip link 224 rotates in the coun-
terclockwise direction in the drawing to push up the trip
lever 112 of the first ACB 110. Consequently, the trip
lever 112 installed in the first ACB 110 operates to me-
chanically interlock the first ACB 110 to prevent the first
ACB 120 from being electrically closed.
[0044] When the second ACB 120 is tripped, the sec-
ond closing link 224 moves back to its original position
and the second trip link 224 of the first ACB 110 is also
restored to its original position by virtue of the second
transmission rod 225. In response to the restoring of the

second trip link 224, the trip lever 112 of the first ACB
110 moves back to its original position. Accordingly, the
first ACB 120 is uninterlocked, thereby being able to be
closed.
[0045] As described above, a transfer device which is
installed between plural ACBs to make the plural ACBs
alternately switched to a closed state and a tripped state
may be modularized, thereby facilitating an assembly of
the transfer device.
[0046] A length of a transmission rod configuring part
of the transfer device can be adjusted, which allows the
transfer device to be easily assembled and repaired or
maintained and also reduces the probability of occur-
rence of an assembly error so as to enable more accurate
closing and trip operations.
[0047] Also, as a buffer is installed at the transmission
rod, an impact, which may occur upon switching the clos-
ing and trip operations of each ACB, can be absorbed,
thereby reducing impact noise and enhancing reliability.
[0048] In addition, the transmission rod is formed with
a preset thickness without being curved, so curving or
bending of the transmission rod can be avoided in ad-
vance, whereby a mis-operation during the closing and
trip operations may not occur.
[0049] The foregoing embodiments and advantages
are merely exemplary and are not to be construed as
limiting the present disclosure. The present teachings
can be readily applied to other types of apparatuses. This
description is intended to be illustrative, and not to limit
the scope of the claims.

Claims

1. A transfer device (200) for an automatic transfer
switch (100) comprising:

frame bases (211, 221) provided on a plurality
of air circuit breakers, respectively;
frame covers (212, 222) each coupled to one
side surface to the corresponding frame base
(211, 221);
closing links (213, 223) and trip links (214, 224)
rotatably coupled between each frame base
(211, 221) and each frame cover (212, 222) and
disposed to be rotatable in cooperation with a
closing operation and a trip operation of a plu-
rality of air circuit breakers, respectively; and
transmission rods (215, 225) each having both
ends coupled to the corresponding closing link
(213, 223) and trip link (214, 224) to allow co-
operation of the closing operation and the trip
operation of the plurality of air circuit breakers,
wherein the closing link (213, 223) and the trip
link (214, 224) each have a central portion ro-
tatably coupled to the frame base (211, 221) and
the frame cover (212, 222), and the transmission
rod (215, 225) is rotatably coupled to each one
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end of the closing link (213, 223) and the trip link
(214, 224),
characterised in that each closing link (213,
223) has another end with a coupling groove
(213a) in a shape of a slot such that a closing
lever (111) for selectively rotating the closing link
(213, 223) is slidably coupled thereto, and each
trip link (214, 224) has another end coupled with
a trip lever (112, 122), the trip lever (112, 122)
operating an interlock lever (123) for maintaining
or releasing a tripped state of each air circuit
breaker, and wherein each of the frame base
(211, 221) and the frame cover (212, 222) com-
prises sliding holes (211e, 221e) in a shape of
a slot to transfer a rotational force of the trip link
(214, 224) to the trip lever (112, 122) in response
to the coupled portion between the trip links
(214, 224) and the trip lever (112, 122) being
rotated based on a center of rotation of the trip
links (214, 224).

2. The device of claim 1, wherein each of the transmis-
sion rods (215, 225) is configured by a plurality of
links provided in pair, wherein one ends of the links
provided in pair are coupled to the closing links (213,
223) and the trip links (214, 224), respectively, and
another ends thereof are screw-coupled to each oth-
er so as to adjust lengths of the transmission rods
(215, 225).

3. The device of claim 2, wherein each of the transmis-
sion rods (215, 225) is provided with a closing side
transmission link and a trip side transmission link,
and a nut-type length-adjusting unit is provided be-
tween the closing side transmission link and the trip
side transmission link so as to couple the same in a
manner of coupling with a nut.

4. The device of claim 2 or 3, wherein each of the trans-
mission rods (215, 225) comprises a buffer config-
ured to absorb an impact generated when a position
of the transmission rod (215, 225) is changed in re-
sponse to operations of the closing link and the trip
link (214, 224).

Patentansprüche

1. Transfervorrichtung (200) für einen automatischen
Transferschalter (100) umfassend:

Rahmenbasen (211, 221) jeweils vorgesehen
auf einer Vielzahl von offenen Leistungsschal-
tern;
Rahmenabdeckungen (212, 222), wobei jede an
eine Seitenoberfläche der korrespondierenden
Rahmenbasis (211, 221) gekoppelt ist;
Verschlussglieder (213, 223) und Auslöseglie-

der (214, 224), die rotierbar gekoppelt sind zwi-
schen jeder Rahmenbasis (211, 221) und jeder
Rahmenabdeckung (212, 222) und angeordnet
sind, um rotierbar zu sein im Zusammenwirken
mit einem Schließvorgang und einem Auslöse-
vorgang von jeweils einer Vielzahl von offenen
Leistungsschaltern; und
Übertragungsstangen (215, 225), wobei jede
beide Enden an das korrespondierende Ver-
schlussglied (213, 223) und Auslöseglied (214,
224) gekoppelt hat, um ein Zusammenwirken
des Verschlussvorgangs und des Auslösevor-
gangs der Vielzahl von offenen Leistungsschal-
tern zu ermöglichen,
wobei das Verschlussglied (213, 223) und das
Auslöseglied (214, 224) jede einen zentralen
Abschnitt haben, der rotierbar gekoppelt ist an
die Rahmenbasis (211, 221) und die Rah-
menabdeckung (212, 222), und die Übertra-
gungsstange (215, 225) rotierbar gekoppelt ist
mit jedem einen Ende des Verschlussgliedes
(213, 223) und des Auslösegliedes (214, 224),
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass,
jedes Verschlussglied (213, 223) ein anderes
Ende hat mit einer Kopplungsnut (213a) in einer
Form eines Schlitzes hat, so dass ein
Schließhebel (111) zum selektiven Rotieren des
Verschlussgliedes (213, 223) verschiebbar da-
ran gekoppelt ist, und jedes Auslöseglied (214,
224) ein anderes Ende gekoppelt hat mit einem
Auslösehebel (112, 122), wobei der Auslösehe-
bel (112, 122) einen Verriegelungshebel (123)
betätigt zum Aufrechterhalten und Freigeben ei-
nes ausgelösten Zustands jedes offenen Leis-
tungsschalters, und
wobei jede der Rahmenbasis (211, 221) und der
Rahmenabdeckung (212, 222) verschiebbare
Löcher (211e, 221e) umfasst, in einer Form ei-
nes Schlitzes, um eine Rotationskraft des Aus-
lösegliedes (214, 224) auf den Auslösehebel
(112, 122) zu übertragen als Antwort auf den
gekoppelten Abschnitt zwischen den Auslöse-
gliedern (214, 224) und dem Auslösehebel (112,
122), die basierend auf einem Rotationszentrum
der Auslöseglieder (214, 224) rotiert werden.

2. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei jede der Über-
tragungsstangen (215, 225) konfiguriert ist durch ei-
ne Vielzahl von Gliedern, die paarweise vorgesehen
sind, wobei die einen Enden der Glieder, die paar-
weise vorgesehen sind, jeweils gekoppelt sind an
die Verschlussglieder (213, 223) und die Auslöse-
glieder (214, 224) und andere Enden davon mit
Schraube aneinander gekoppelt sind, um Längen
der Übertragungsstangen (215, 225) einzustellen.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, wobei jede der Über-
tragungsstangen (215, 225) mit einem verschluss-
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seitigen Übertragungsglied und einem auslöseseiti-
gen Übertragungsglied versehen sind und eine nu-
tartige längeneinstellbare Einheit vorgesehen ist
zwischen dem verschlussseitigen Übertragungs-
glied und dem auslöseseitigen Übertragungsglied,
um dieselbigen auf eine Weise des Koppelns mit ei-
ner Nut zu koppeln.

4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2 oder 3, wobei jede der
Übertragungsstangen (215, 225) einen Puffer um-
fasst, der dazu ausgestaltet ist, einen Aufprall zu ab-
sorbieren, der erzeugt wird, wenn eine Position der
Übertragungsstange (215, 225) geändert wird, in
Reaktion auf Vorgänge des Verschlussgliedes und
des Auslösegliedes (214, 224).

Revendications

1. Dispositif de transfert (200) pour un commutateur de
transfert automatique (100) comprenant :

des bases de cadre (211, 221) prévues respec-
tivement sur une pluralité de disjoncteurs à air ;
des couvercles de cadre (212, 222) couplés cha-
cun sur une surface latérale à la base de cadre
correspondante (211, 221) ;
des liens de fermeture (213, 223) et des liens
de déclenchement (214, 224) couplés en rota-
tion entre chaque base de cadre (211, 221) et
chaque couvercle de cadre (212, 222) et agen-
cés pour être rotatifs en coopération avec une
opération de fermeture et une opération de dé-
clenchement respectivement d’une pluralité de
disjoncteurs à air ; et
des tiges de transmission (215, 225) présentant
chacune deux extrémités couplées au lien de
fermeture correspondant (213, 223) et au lien
de déclenchement (214, 224) pour permettre la
coopération de l’opération de fermeture et l’opé-
ration de déclenchement de la pluralité de dis-
joncteurs à air,
dans lequel le lien de fermeture (213, 223) et le
lien de déclenchement (214, 224) ont chacun
une partie centrale couplée en rotation à la base
de cadre (211, 221) et au couvercle de cadre
(212, 222), et la tige de transmission (215, 225)
est couplée en rotation à chaque extrémité du
lien de fermeture (213, 223) et du lien de dé-
clenchement (214, 224),
caractérisé en ce que
chaque lien de fermeture (213, 223) a une autre
extrémité avec une rainure de couplage (213a)
en forme de fente de sorte qu’un levier de fer-
meture (111) pour la rotation sélective du lien
de fermeture (213, 223) soit couplé de manière
coulissante à celui-ci, et chaque lien de déclen-
chement (214, 224) a une autre extrémité cou-

plée à un levier de déclenchement (112, 122),
le levier de déclenchement (112, 122) action-
nant un levier de verrouillage (123) pour le main-
tien ou la libération d’un état déclenché de cha-
que disjoncteur à air, et
dans lequel chacun de la base de cadre (211,
221) et du couvercle de cadre (212, 222) com-
prend des trous coulissants (211e, 221e) en for-
me de fente pour transférer une force de rotation
du lien de déclenchement (214, 224) au levier
de déclenchement (112, 122) en réponse à la
partie couplée entre les liens de déclenchement
(214, 224), et le levier de déclenchement (112,
122) étant tourné sur la base d’un centre de ro-
tation des liens de déclenchement (214, 224).

2. Dispositif selon la revendication 1, dans lequel cha-
cune des tiges de transmission (215, 225) est con-
figurée par une pluralité de liens prévus par paire,
dans lequel des extrémités des liens prévus par paire
sont couplées respectivement aux liens de fermetu-
re (213, 223) et aux liens de déclenchement (214,
224) et d’autres extrémités de ceux-ci sont couplées
par vis les unes aux autres de sorte à ajuster des
longueurs des tiges de transmission (215, 225).

3. Dispositif selon la revendication 2, dans lequel cha-
cune des tiges de transmission (215, 225) est dotée
d’un lien de transmission de côté de fermeture et
d’un lien de transmission de côté de déclenchement,
et une unité d’ajustement de longueur de type écrou
est prévue entre le lien de transmission de côté de
fermeture et le lien de transmission de côté de dé-
clenchement de sorte à les coupler comme un cou-
plage avec un écrou.

4. Dispositif selon la revendication 2 ou 3, dans lequel
chacune des tiges de transmission (215, 225) com-
prend un tampon configuré pour absorber un impact
généré lorsqu’une position de la tige de transmission
(215, 225) est modifiée en réponse aux opérations
du lien de fermeture et du lien de déclenchement
(214, 224).
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